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Book Reviews
Alborough, Jez. It's the Bear!
$14.95. Unpaginated.

*

Pre+

PT

Candlewick, 1995.

ISBN 1-56402-486-5.

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

PB

Young Eddie, his teddy bear, and his mother are going on a picnic in the
nearby forest. Young Eddie is just sure that a very big bear lives there and
doesn't want to go. But, Mom is sure that everything will be okay. All is fine
until Mom realizes that she has forgotten the pie. She leaves Eddie and his
teddy bear, alone, while she runs home to get the pie. No sooner has she
disappeared than who should appear but the bear! He not only nibbles all the
food, but also makes himself comfortable by sitting on the hamper in which
Eddie is hiding. Mom returns with the pie just in time for the bear's dessert.
Told in simple rhyme, this charming book about a teddy bear's picnic is
a fun read-aloud that will delight most everyone. Readers will want to become
familiar with this author and illustrator. Their other books are every bit as fun .

••••
Carris, Joan. Beware the Rave11s, Aufll Morhelia. Little, Brown, 1995. ISBN
0-316-12961-5 . $14.95. 141 pp.

B

4-7

Fl

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

Todd and Jeff are vacationing in England with Todd's Aunt Morbelia. She
has come to check out the "old pile," the ancestral mansion. The three are not
in London very long before they begin to notice some very strange characters
are following them wherever they go-from London Tower to Stonehenge to
Buckingham Palace and beyond. Todd also finds an old diary left by an
ancestor which presents a puzzling mystery about an eccentric great-uncle who
tried to talk to animals. As they try to solve the puzzle of the diary, the people
following them become more aggressive and threatening. What are they after?
Why doesn't Aunt Morbelia notice more? Will they ever solve the riddle of the
diary?
This book has two mysteries to solve and a nice little twist at the end, as
the two mysteries intertwine. The characters are pleasant and likable. Aunt
Morbelia is a crusty, retired, old-maid school teacher with a soft spot in her
heart for the boys. Todd is a bright fellow who struggles a bit with dyslexia.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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Jeff is a good friend who sticks by Todd throughout the adventure. This would
be a fun book for students in the middle grades and junior high .

••••
Cobb, Mary. The Quilt-Block History of Pioneer Days: With Projects Kids Can
Make. Illustrated by JanDavey Ellis. Millbrook Press, 1995. ISBN 156294-485-1. $17.40. 64 pp.
A

2-4

NF

PB

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Cobb tells the story of the American pioneer through the use of quilt
blocks. Ten craft projects are also explained.
Many know that quilt blocks have names and relate to every-day life; but,
Cobb has imaginatively grouped the quilt blocks together and related them to the
travel, work, food, clothing, and weather encountered by the American pioneer.
The colorful illustrations and simple craft instructions invite the young reader
to make quilt blocks, windmills, weather diaries, recipe folders, puzzles,
bookmarks, and more. A list of books for further reading and an index are also
included. This book could be used by elementary school teachers and parents
as an interesting way to blend history and art together for the young reader .

••••
Cushman, Karen. The Midwife's Apprentice.
69929-6. $10.95. 122 pp.

*

6-8

FI

Clarion, 1995. ISBN 0-395-

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

A young girl with no identity, found lying in a pile of dung, gains the
opportunity to be a person with a name and a place in the world . Early one
cold morning in fourteenth century England, Jane, a midwife, rouses a young
sleeping girl. The midwife calls the girl Beetle because she reminds her of a
dung beetle. As Beetle works for and with Jane she learns about delivering
babies and about herself. She finds a name, Alyce, and a life. When faced
with a challenge, Alyce runs from the village, wanting to escape rather than face
failure. She convinces herself she is nothing and too stupid to be a midwife's
apprentice. Through kind association while working in an inn, Alyce learns to
read and gains the confidence she needs. She returns to the midwife, pounding
on the door explaining that she can not give up. Her determination to be
accepted back into the apprenticeship of the midwife parallels the new resolution
to be someone and to do something with her life.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol16/iss3/4
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The author's notes at the end of the book explain the role of a midwife
during the Middle Ages. Beliefs about early medicine are consistent in the
book. Cushman's writing is vivid and flows smoothly. She describes Beetle
while lying in the dung pile:
In any even, the dung heap probably smelled little worse than anything else
in her life-the food scraps scavenged from kitchen yards, the stables and
sties she slept in when she could, and her own unwashed, unnourished,
unloved , and unlovely body.
A look at life during the Middle Ages is portrayed. The book has a wonderful
message of a juvenile gaining confidence and respect for herself. That message
is timeless and undoubtedly one young girls will easily relate to .

••••
Deem, James M. 3 NBs of Julian Drew. Houghton Mifflin, 1994. ISBN 0395-69453-1. $14.95. 227 pp.

*

8-12

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

FI

T025
427WP
can't
can
have 2
my eyes saw
Ur letter
in my dream
MY dream
IN MY DREAM

+
my MM bought
this
NB
2day
2DAY
JD

So begins the troubled and troublmg story of Julian
Drew, a fifteen-year-old boy living with his father,
his stepmother and her children, and his little sister.
The stepmother is brutally abusive, both verbally and
emotionally. She singles out Julian, the oldest child,
for her torment and treats him with such ferocious
animosity and malice that he worries he is going
crazy.
He begins, at the encouragement of his teacher, to
write a journal in a spiral notebook. But he feels so
unsafe that his hand won't write in the book that he
begins to write in code.
Julian is the only child who remembers his dead
mother. He has a few warm memories of her which
he clings to as a life raft in a sea of cruel uncertainty.
It is to her that he writes in his NBs, and his hope in
her that keeps him sane and alive when nothing else
in his life makes any sense.

This book is presented entirely as Julian's entries in his notebooks. They
begin very cryptically. But as the story progresses, Julian begins to express
himself more clearly, and the reader sees not only his anguish, but also his
strength.
This is a difficult book for several reasons. It is a puzzle in the beginning,
because no explanation or interpretation of the code is given. The reader must

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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keep reading and begin to put clues together to make sense of what has gone on
before. The book is also difficult to read because the cruelty is so unreasonable
and unfair. But Julian approaches his situation and its solution with such single
mindedness, that the reader must hope with him, and continue to cheer him on
to his end, even though it may (and almost does) bring about Julian's
destruction.

••••
Degen, Bruce. Jambeny. Harper Festival, 1995. ISBN 0-694-006513. $6.95.
Unpaginated.

*

Pre-1

PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

Bruce Degen's delightfullamberry book, originally published in 1983, has
been republished in board form. The language in the book is playful and begs
to be read aloud. "One berry, two berry, pick me a blueberry." The clever
interaction between a bear and a boy as portrayed in the illustrations, adds to the
text. In board form, this preferred book can stand up to small hands looking
through it again and again. It's a definite favorite with every young child who
has been exposed to it.

••••
Demuth, Patricia Brennan. Those Amazing Ants. Illustrated by S. D.
Schindler. Macmillan, 1994. ISBN 0-02-728467-0. $14.99. 30 pp.

A

Pre-2

NF

Reviewed by Lisa Baer

Ants have very clean and organized homes with food storage rooms,
nurseries, and infirmaries. They also have an ingenious way of letting their
community know where they have found food. Demuth takes her readers into
the world of ants, describing where these insects live and how they spend their
time. She describes the different types of ants in an ant community and what
roles they play. Included in the book are workers, queens, babies, baby-sitters,
music-lovers, soldiers, and farmers. To help the reader understand why ants
behave the way they do, the ants' activities are compared to the activities of
people. For example, some ants extract a sweet liquid from other insects by
rubbing their backs, and Demuth explains, "These ants keep other insects- just
like farmers keep cows."
The text does not go into great depth, but rather gives a very interesting
introduction to ants. The watercolor illustrations show much detail and add
significantly to the text. This book is interesting in and of itself, but it would
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also make a wonderful companion to an ant farm at home or at school.
Curious, young nature-lovers will be delighted by Demuth's book .

••••
Dijk, Lutz van. Damned Strong Love: The True Story of Willi G. and Stefan K.
Translated from the German by Elizabeth D. Crawford. Henry Holt,
1995. ISBN 0-8050-3770-5. $15.95. 138 pp.

NR

9+

FI

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

Damned Strong Love is the fictionalized true story of two young
homosexual lovers. Stefan K., a Pole, falls in love with a Nazi soldier, Willi.
Their affair comes to a halt when a note, passed between them, is discovered
by the Gestapo. Because homosexuals are on Hitler's persecution list, Stefan
and Willi are in mortal danger. Stefan is arrested, tortured, and imprisoned for
the duration of the war. Willi's fate, as an uncovered homosexual soldier, is
unknown and remains so to this day.
Stefan's homosexual inclinations, supposedly aroused during sexual
initiation by his own brother, on his sixteenth birthday (for want of a female
partner), are described with some graphic detail.
Dijk' s story is well-written and well-translated, but the subject matter is
suitable only for mature audiences and research purposes. Included is an
"Afterword to the American Edition" by the real Stefan K., who is now a
seventy year-old man in ill health, grateful for the letters received from German
school children who've learned "something about the history of homosexuals for
the first time ever." Stefan K. 's advice to them: " ... it's important for every
human being to stand up for his or her own feelings and desires. "
Readers must decide for themselves .

••••
Dijs, Carla. Hurry Home, Hungry Frog. Little Simon, 1995. ISBN 0-67160707-9. $5.96. Unpaginated.
B

Pre

PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Little Frog is hungry and goes looking for dinner. Little Frog has been
told never to go wandering on his own; but all of the others are asleep and Little
Frog is hungry. He asks each animal he meets if they would mind sharing their
bug-lunch with him, but all of the animals reply that they do not eat
bugs-rather little frogs instead! After some close calls, Little Frog arrives back
home just in time to eat with his family.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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This is a cute, small, easy-to-read book that would be just right for story
time. The one drawback is the pop-up pictures; however, their design is simple
enough that unless the book is simply played with, merely opening the book will
not be harmful. The relatively low price of Hurry Home, Hungry Frog might
make this book a bargain, even for a school or public library.
Dunlop, Eileen. Finn's Search. Holiday House, 1994. ISBN 0-8234-1099-4.
$14.95. 154 pp.

B

4-6

FI

Reviewed by Janet Francis

Environmental preservation sneaks in everywhere these days-even into
what might appear to be an average friendship story for boys. In this case, Finn
and Chris are already fast friends (accomplished in this book's prequel, Finn's
Island). Andy, although he wants very much to be, isn't welcome in the duo's
friendship. The preservation aspect of the story is introduced when the two
Scottish boys resolve to find evidence of Roman artifacts in order to save the
field Andrew's father is planning to make into a quarry.
Andy's actual character, the success/failure of the artifact search, and the
long-overdue upheaval of the village keep this somewhat slight story moving fast
enough to keep the interest level high. However, the people are not very
realistic, and the environment doesn't inspire much preservation. Dunlop is
more arresting with her ghost stories .

••••
Forrester, Sandra. Sound the Jubilee. Lodestar, 1995. ISBN 0-525-67468-1.
$15.99. 183 pp.

B

5+

FI

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

Eleven-year-old Maddie is a house slave at the beginning of the Civil War.
She lives with her family at River Bend Plantation in North Carolina where her
father is the foreman of the fieldhands; and her mother, the cook for the Master
and Mistress. As the war moves closer to the plantation, the white family
decides it will be safer if the Mistress goes to their summer home on Nags
Head. Here, the slaves (Maddie's entire family has been taken along to take
care of the Mistress) begin to get a taste of freedom, and it isn't long before
they take off for Roanoke Island which has become a sanctuary for escaped
slaves. With the U.S. Government supplying them with food and clothing, the
family settles down to a fairly normal life-that is, until some members of the
family heed the call to join the Union Army.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol16/iss3/4
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Based on the true story of Roanoke Island and the escaped slaves who
sought refuge there during the middle part of the Civil War, this fictional family
serves as a backdrop for Forrester to flesh out the little-known facts about the
communities that actually existed. Maddie grows, as does the rest of her
family, as they struggle with their new found freedom to become a part of the
community which was later to be dissolved. The characters are interesting, but
the story is a little slow-moving. Other family members are not as well fleshedout as Maddie, but this story does make for an interesting look into a seldom
explored slave community that actually existed during the Civil War .

••••
Gray, Libba Moore. My Mama Had a Dancing Heart. Illustrated by Raul
Col6n. Orchard, 1995. ISBN 0-531-09470-7. $15.95. Unpaginated.

*

Pre-3

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

PB

A ballerina recalls how she and her mother celebrated each new season
with a dance. "... Mama would say: 'Bless the world. It feels like a tiptapping[,] song-singing[,] finger-snapping kind of day. Let's celebrate!' And
so we did . " Loving and heartwarming, the story demonstrates the lasting
influence of a mother on her daughter.
Col6n has produced joyous illustrations. Watercolor, colored pencils, and
lithograph pencils are combined with a distinctive etching and scratching
technique that teases the eye. The puddles on the front cover, the designs in the
fabric of the clothes, the swirls and swiggles of the sky and earth subtly add
motion, breath, and texture to both story and illustration. This book would be
a treasured gift between mothers and daughters of all ages-a good read-aloud
filled with lyrical language, and a first-choice selection for school and public
libraries.

••••
Hale, Sarah Josepha. Mary Had a Little Lamb. Illustrated by Salley Mavor.
Orchard, 1995. ISBN 0-531-06875-7. $14.95. Unpaginated.

*

Pre-1

PT

PB

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

Hale's 1830 nursery rhyme is magnificently illustrated by Mavor in
stunning fabric relief, skillfully using the textures and design of many fabrics
and techniques of applique, embroidery, dyeing, and soft-sculpture. The laborintensive, unique technique appropriately reflects the historical context of the
rhyme.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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Both children and adults will enjoy pouring over the details in the
artwork-beach stones, wood veneers, French knots, and fabric borders. At the
end of the rhyme, Mavor relates the debate over the authorship of the first
twelve lines of the poem. A superb choice for home, classroom, or library .

••••
Hoffman, Mayr. Boundless Grace. Illustrated by Caroline Binch. Dial, 1995.
ISBN 0-8037-1715-6. $14.99. 32 pp.

A

K-3

PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

Grace is surprised one day by an invitation from her father to visit him and
his new family in Africa. He has been gone so long that Grace hardly
remembers him and wonders if he will still love her. Her grandmother wisely
counsels her, "Families are what you make them. " Grace and her grandmother
make the trip to Africa. While Grace initially resists enjoying her step-family,
she eventually accepts their love and companionship.
This book, a sequel to Amazing Grace, addresses a dilemma faced by many
children whose parents no longer live together. Hoffman's story is positive
while portraying real emotions. The beautiful illustrations are authentic in that
the illustrator made two trips to Gambia to photograph background scenes and
people before beginning the art work .

••••
Inkpen, Mick. Where, Oh Where, Is Kipper's Bear. Harcourt Brace, 1995.
ISBN 0-15-200-394-0. $15.00. Unpaginated.

B

Pre

FI

PB

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

A winning combination-a pop-up book about a search for a missing teddy
bear. Every child loves the engaging format of a pop-up, and this one works
well; the pictures flip up and down, or over to expose amusing creatures. The
pull tabs shoot cunning critters up. The search is one for the missing
teddy-what child hasn't lived this scenario? Kipper searches in all the familiar
hidey holes and some that will surprise you. Teddy isn't in baby's crib or
behind the coats in the closet or even up on the moon. Finally, he turns up
under the covers on Kipper's own bed, reading a book with a flashlight that
really lights.
The familiar feel of the story is kept fresh with the charming use of popups. The kidlets will delight in the last page when they peek under the covers
and spy the now-found teddy all cozy by the light of his flash.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol16/iss3/4
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Flamboyant
Illustrations by Cathi Hepworth reprinted by permission of G. P. Putnam's Sons
from ANTICS!, copyright ©}992 by Cathi Hepworth.
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King-Smith, Dick. Harriet's Hare. Illustrated by Roger Roth. Crown, 1995.
ISBN 0-517-59831-0. $16.99. 104 pp.

B

3-S

FI

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

The hare is actually an alien named Wiz on vacation from a highly
civilized planet. Once on earth near Harriet's home, he takes the shape of a
hare. When he finds that Harriet's mother has died, he lends a helping hand to
get Harriet a nice stepmother before returning to his home planet.
King-Smith has written a pleasant story of a super-intelligent alien who can
speak any language. Readers only learn one word of the alien's own language,
however-"oont" meaning disapproval. It is a good choice of sounds; readers
may wish the author had provided a few other Pars words. The book never
provides the excitement of The Gallant Pig, Harry's Mad, or Fox First,
probably because the problem (Harriet's motherless home) doesn't appear to be
important. Harriet has a good father and they are a good team together.
Harriet doesn't even think about not having a mother until Wiz arrives. Second,
the situations produced by an alien in a hare's body are never as funny as the
pig or the parrot in the previous books. Nonetheless, this book is an easy story
to read and ends happily for Harriet.

••••
Kite, L. Patricia. Insect-eating Plants. Millbrook Press, 1995. ISBN 1-56294562-9. $15.90. 64 pp.

*

2-4

NF

Reviewed by Lisa Baer

This book very interestingly describes seven different insect-eating plants
and is not for those with weak stomachs. The chapters on each of the seven
plants read like insect horror stories, describing how an insect is lured,
captured, and digested by each plant. Kite describes the Venus flytrap as
follows:
The closer the fly gets, the better the nectar smells. Landing on a leaf,
the fly walks towards its meal. But it doesn't get very far. As soon as the
fly touches two trigger hairs (or one hair twice) within twenty seconds, the
two spiny leaf halves close in just a tenth of a second . ...
When closed, Venus flytrap leaf edges make a tight trap. Now
digestive juices flow out of leaf glands. The fly struggles for a while, then
smothers. The digestive juices begin dissolving the fly's body into much
smaller parts. In about ten days, the fly looks like a drop of soup. Now
it is absorbed, or blotted up, by the hungry plant.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol16/iss3/4
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Several photographs of each plant show stages of the feeding process. The fullplant and close-up shots bring every intriguing detail to life.
The book also includes chapters on insects that like carnivorous plants,
carnivorous plant survival, and growing carnivorous plants. An index and
glossary are included in the back, along with the name and address to the
Fullerton Arboretum where the reader can obtain more information. InsectEating Plants is a well-researched, well-written, and nicely illustrated book that
would be an asset to any juvenile science collection .

••••
Legge, David. Bamboozled. Scholastic, 1994. ISBN 0-590-47989-X. $14.95.
Unpaginated.

*

Pre-3

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

PB

"I love my grandpa. I visit him every week. And every week, things are
the same. But Last week when I arrived, something seemed odd." Thus begins
a particularly unusual picture book, because as the little girl describes the
common, ordinary things she and her grandpa do, readers tum pages to view a
most uncommon, extraordinary house. A goose wearing green boots in the hall,
flowers growing out of the flowered carpet, a car bumper and headlights on an
overstuffed chair, a wallaby and an elephant washing dishes while the cat juggles
apples-all are just a few of the amazing sights at grandpa's house. None of
these oddities seem to bother the child. There is something else that she finds
odd-her grandpa is wearing two different colored socks! "Silly Grandpa. We
laughed and laughed."
This is a book a child will curl up with and pour over again and again.
Each page has so many incongruities that the reader will see new ones each time
he/she looks. There are giggles and guffaws just waiting for readers snuggled
with a child in the crook of their arm and balancing Bamboozled together on
their knees.

••••
Lipsyte, Robert. Michael Jordan: A Life Above the Rim. HarperCollins, 1994.
ISBN 0-06-024235-3 . $14.89. 106 pp.
A

4-8

NF

BI

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

The early struggles and key successful events in the life of basketball
superstar Michael Jordan are related in this Superstar Lineup selection. Lipsyte
also tells about superstar endorsement of products, racism in sports, and relates
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important events and teams in the history of basketball from its origin in 1891.
This book has a ready-made audience. For example, I brought home a
number of books about sports heros, past and present, for my twelve-year-old
son to read. He looked at and read the captions under the pictures in all of
them; however, this is the only one that he actually read! In addition to the
black-and-white photographs, the book includes an index and a list of books for
further reading. Quotes such as the following from Kareem Abdul-Jabbar add
to the unique personality of this book: "Because a guy can bury a twenty-foot
jumper or glide to the hoop like an angel doesn't make him the one to tell you
how to live."

••••

Manley, Joan B. She Flew No Flags. Houghton Mifflin, 1995. ISBN 0-39571130-4. $15.95 . 269 pp.

*

5+

Reviewed by Marlene Mabey

FI

Ten-year-old Janet Baylor's adventure started during World War II when
she boarded the troopship the USS You Know Who with her family. She and her
family were returning to the United States after living in India as medical
missionaries for seven years. The ship was traveling incognito, without lights
or radio contact, and had to zigzag to avoid torpedoes. The Baylors knew it
would be a dangerous and long voyage; however they did not expect to be
caught up in the secrets of two fellow passengers.
As Janet and her brothers explore the ship, they get to know Petty Officer
Mike Turner, Captain Jackson, and other passengers. Janet is curious about
people and finds there are secrets to be discovered. On the voyage, Janet
befriends Lee, a young Eurasian boy. Later, she learns that Lee is actually a
girl, and that another passenger, traveling as Ann Dobson, is Lee's Germanborn mother. The two are fleeing from Lee's abusive father still in India, and
seeking asylum in the United States. This situation requires the Baylor family
to make some difficult decisions of whether to inform authorities or not.
When the Baylors finally arrive in the United States after the six-week
voyage, the children are not prepared for the luxuries and abundance that they
find there, even with the shortages and rationing of wartime.
She Flew No Flags, written crisply and cleanly, reflects author Joan
Manley's own experiences on the USS You Know Who. Readers will enjoy the
fresh character of Janet Baylor and the glimpse of life in India and on a
troopship during the height of World War II . Manley's first book will be a hit
with readers who are looking for a unique adventure story .

••••

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol16/iss3/4
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McDonald, Megan. Insects Are My Life. Illustrated by Paul Brett Johnson.
Orchard, 1995. ISBN 0-531-06874-9. $14.95. 32 pp.

A

Pre-2

Fl

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

PB

Amanda Frankenstein studies, protects, and collects all kinds, colors,
shapes, and sizes of BUGS! Sometimes she even acts like one! Her fascination
with insects is not understood by her family, school friends, or teacher. Then
Amanda meets Maggie.
School teachers might try reading this book to their class at the beginning
of the school year. It is an entertaining way to promote an appreciation for the
unique personalities that comprise every class. The book could also be used to
introduce a unit on interesting hobbies. The soft-toned illustrations of
watercolor, colored pencil, and pastels, combine with the story to produce a
tender, but confident perspective through which to understand Amanda's deepseeded interest in insects.

••••
McEwan, Ian.
The Daydreamer.
Illustrated by Anthony Brown.
HarperCollins, 1994. ISBN 0-06-024426-7. $13.89. 192 pp.

A

3+

FI

Reviewed by Janet Francis

Peter Fortune is an extraordinary fellow, despite the fact that his parents,
teacher, and other adults find him absent in mind and difficult to deal with. If
they could see inside his dreaming head, they would be astonished, entertained,
and edified!
Reading The Daydreamer is a kind of window-peeking into what goes on
in Peter's mind. Things like exchanging bodies with his ancient cat and his
baby cousin, exploring how to dream a bully away, and encountering a roomful
of militant dolls are only part of the mind-boggling experiences in Peter's
daydream life.
The tone of these chapter-length stories almost has the flavor of a
translation, but the language is clear and well-employed-they would make fine
read-aloud selections.

••••
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McKenzie, Ellen Kindt. Under the Bridge. Jacket art by Mary Teichman.
Henry Holt, 1994. ISBN 0-8050-3398-X. $14.95. 140 pp.

A

4-7

FI

Reviewed by Marlene Mabey

Ritchie has led a pretty ordinary life for a ten-year-old-until his mother
is taken away to the hospital in the middle of the night with no explanation.
Then, when Rosemary (Rosie), his little sister becomes ill, a letter signed
"porolli doumuob illoroq, troll" arrives. That letter, and all the subsequent
letters and postcards from the troll, help Rosie recover and give hope to Ritchie
when dealing with his mother's absence, the fifth-grade bully, and his father's
seeming indifference.
Under the Bridge is set in the American Midwest in the early 1940s.
McKenzie writes the story with such skill, the readers may begin to believe in
the troll as much as Rosie and Ritchie do. It is a heartwarming and imaginative
story that will keep the reader turning pages .

••••
Morris, Jeffrey. The Jefferson Way.
$22.95. 128 pp.

*

5+

Lerner, 1994.

NF

ISBN 0-8225-2926-2.

Reviewed by Marlene Mabey

Have you ever wondered why presidents of the United States made the
decisions they did? In The Jefferson Way, part of the series Great Presidential
Decisions, Jeffrey Morris examines the way Thomas Jefferson made decisions.
What led to the decisions? What other options did the President have? Did the
decision reveal the President's shortcomings or brilliance?
After giving some biographical background on Thomas Jefferson and some
historical background on the United States, Morris gives details on our third
president's important decisions. Jefferson's decisions to buy the Louisiana
Territory, explore that territory, try Aaron Burr for treason, and establish an
embargo against Great Britain are presented. The events leading to each of
these decisions, as well as Jefferson's decision making processes are described.
The reader learns the consequences of the decisions, thereby understanding that
some decisions were wise and some were not.
Morris has an ability to write complicated things quite simply and clearly.
The reader will appreciate his interesting writing style while reading The
Jefferson Way . Morris has done a great deal of research as an university
professor and a professional legal researcher. He has written the five other titles
included in this Great Presidelllial Decisions series.
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The Jefferson Way is a visually appealing book. It is packed with
reproductions of art from Jefferson's time period, colorful maps, informational
inserts connecting the past events with similar present events, and photographs
of objects typical of Jefferson's time.
Students of any age will find learning of American History and of Thomas
Jefferson with The Jefferson Way interesting and instructive. Thomas Jefferson
fans will enjoy reading this intriguing and well-written book .

••••
Paterson, Katherine. A Midnight Clear: Stories for the Christmas. Lodstar,
1995. ISBN 0-525-67529-9. $16.00. 212 pp.

*

6-adult

Fl

Reviewed by Leah Hanson

In A Midnight Clear, Katherine Paterson weaves Christmas tales of hope
and peace in which ordinary people experience the extraordinary magic of the
Christmas season. A bag lady shows a young teenager how to "fear not"; a
third-grade understudy for the part of Mary in the nativity scene amusingly
becomes the "handmaid of the Lord"; the music of Mozart and a cheerful
stranger restore the jubilation of the season to a Scrooge-like father; a young
Girl Scout befriends a rest-home resident and learns about life's "merit badges";
a female student and an illiterate watchman in Communist China find peace in
the words of the Bible.
This collection of twelve modem-day stories will have readers giggling
uncontrollably one minute and sniffling the next. With vivid clarity and a
quietly perceptive view of the human soul, Paterson reminds readers that the
Christmas spirit comes from both the human heart and the memory of a baby
born long ago. These inspiring stories are ones readers will want to read the
entire year.

••••
Paulsen, Gary . The Tellt: A Parable In One Sitting. Harcourt Brace, 1995.
ISBN 0-15-292879-0. $14.00. 86 pp.

A

5+

Fl

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

Steven and his father need money desperately. After being laid-off at a
door-making factory, Steven's father, Corey, has drifted to a minimum-wage
paying job that has them both financially strapped. Desperate to improve the
situation, Corey proposes that they preach the word of God like the guys on TV
do. "They do it for the money. But that doesn't mean it's all bad. If we do
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it for the money but we say good things, what's wrong with that? We get
money, they get something. We all come out ahead." With that basic business
motto, Corey plunges ahead. Because he doesn't own a Bible, he takes a
Gideon Bible from a motel room. A hole-pocked army tent, eight small wooden
benches, a plywood pulpit, a crudely engineered cross, a Goodwill wicker
basket-and Corey is set for business. Chagrined, Steven helps out where he
can, but his embarrassment and self-doubts are always at the surface. Perhaps,
being dishonest is worse than being poor. Even though the money is very good
and material things can now be purchased, both father and son begin to question
their personal integrity. Their relationship with the God they've been preaching
about for money takes a turn, and they try to set things right.
Paulsen's short sentence style makes for a fascinating and easy read in The
Tent: A Parable in One Sitting. Reflection and discussion about one's own
honesty and integrity, regardless of religious affiliation, are certain to be some
this book's results.

••••
Plummer, Louise. The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorlanan. Bantam, 1995.
ISBN 0-385-320493. $15.95. 183 pp.

*

12+

FI

Reviewed by Leah Hanson

Seventeen-year-old Kate Bjorkman has fallen in love and decides to write
about it. With a unique, humorous voice, Kate sits down with a Romance
Writer's Handbook in hand and sets out to relate the story of her Christmas
romance. Kate is not your typical romantic leading lady-she's tall, wears
glasses, and is wittily intelligent. But her story isn't the typical romance
either-after all, she claims, "Even in novels, I want real life." And so readers
get a story about love as it is more likely to be-a little crazy, sometimes
confusing, and yes, even heart-stoppingly romantic. For once, this is a story
about the right girl falling in love with the right guy and staying in love
(although there are some minor pitfalls along the way).
Plummer creates a likeable, strong protagonist who relates a story all
teenage girls dream about, while also poking gentle fun at the typical "romance"
novel. The book is laid out as Kate's story-in-progress, with revision notes
every so often that remind readers that the story we read is the one Kate wants
us to read. Kate's humorously realistic view of the world and romance is one
that readers will appreciate; and the happy ending will leave readers with a smile
and a sigh. This novel will be a good bridge to help young female readers
move from the typical high school romance into the more true-to-life world of
fiction.
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Tantrum
Illustrations by Cathi Hepworth reprinted by permission of G. P. Putnam's Sons
from ANTICS!, copyright ©1992 by Cathi Hepworth.
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Ross, Kathy. Crafts for Christmas. Illustrated by Sharon Lane Holm.
Millbrook Press, 1995. ISBN 1-56294-536-X. $14.90. 48 pp.
Ross, Kathy. Crafts for Thanksgiving. Illustrated by Sharon Lane Holm.
Millbrook Press, 1994. ISBN 1-56294-535-X. $15.90. 48 pp.

A

K-5

NF

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

Ross and Holm have added two much-anticipated holidays, Christmas and
Thanksgiving, to their Holiday Crafts for Kids series, which already includes
Crafts for Halloween, Crafts for Kwanzaa, Crafts for Valentine's Day, and
Every Day Is Earth Day.
As in the previous titles, each book contains twenty simple, creative crafts
made with common household items such as poster paint, glue, yam, and
construction paper. A materials list, step-by-step instructions, and color
illustrations guide the young crafter thought each craft project.
Younger
children will need adult supervision, but most third graders could manage these
crafts independently. Ross ' twenty years of experience as a nursery school
teacher is evident in her easy-to-do crafts. Elementary school teachers,
librarians, and parents will find great, inexpensive projects for children to do.
Children will find satisfaction in creating these holiday crafts for their own
enjoyment and to share with family and friends . These books will be well-used
in classrooms, libraries, and homes .

••••
Ross, Stewart. Fact or Fiction: Pirates.
56294-619-6. $15.90. 48 pp.

Millbrook Press, 1995.

B

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

4+

NF

ISBN 1-

Did pirates make their captives walk the plank? Did starving pirates eat
monkeys and snakes? Did pirates frequently have parrots on their shoulders?
This book separates folklore from fact concerning pirates. Many interesting
facts are shared. The book is arranged by area-Caribbean pirates in one part,
Mediterranean in another, etc. Each section concludes with details of pirate life.
The author primarily used two sources for his research. One source was
written by a pirate himself, and the second source is based on interviews with
pirates. The book is one of a series of Fact or Fiction books. The pages are
laid out in separate paragraphs, making it easy for readers to skim and read only
what interests them. Four or five illustrations highlight the information found
on each page. The format is ideal for a reluctant reader, and the topic will
spark high interest in children.
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Rounds, Glen. Sod Houses on the Great Plains. Holiday House, 1995. ISBN
0-8234-1162-1. $15.95. 28 pp.

*

1-5

NF

PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

When reading a book such as Prairie Song by Pam Conrad, readers may
have wondered what life in a sod house might have been like? A major concern
of early settlers was shelter. As pioneers moved West, they built log cabins;
however, when the first homesteaders moved across the Missouri River, they
found a treeless land. They used the only building material available-the tough
prairie sod. Sod Houses on the Great Plains details how a sod house was built
and what it was like living in one. The information is certainly accurate, as
Rounds was born in a sod house in South Dakota.
The details are interesting. The sketched illustrations give the feel of the
prame. They support the text and are clever. For example, on the page
explaining that a sod house may leak inside for three days after an hour's rain,
readers see a woman cooking while holding an umbrella, with her child huddled
under a table for protection, and buckets around on the floor. Rounds' writing
imitates frontier lingo: " . .. making housekeeping difficult, what with puddles
on the dirt floor and all ." The book is a perfect addition to social studies units
discussing early settlers or types of homes .

••••
Rowan, Dr. Pete. Some Body! Illustrated by John Temperton. Knopf, 1995.
ISBN$20.00
0-679-87043-1.
44 pp.

*

3+

NF

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Ready for some really interesting trivia questions about the body? How
fast does a sneeze travel? (104 mph) What is the surface area of the human
small intestine? (650 sq. ft.) Which organ in the body weighs the most? (skin
- 9 lb.; liver- 3.5 lb.; brain- 3 lb.) How fast do messages travel down the
nerves? (225 mph) How many miles of blood vessels are in the body? (6,000
miles)
Fascinating stuffl Readers will discover the biggest, fastest, smallest,
strongest, and strangest parts of our amazing anatomy.
Starting with
conception, this book covers many functions and aspects of the human body:
body cells, chromosomes and genes, skin, hair, nails, teeth, brain, spinal cord,
eyes, ears, nose, heart, blood, lungs, body's defenses, bones, muscles, digestive
system, and the beginning of a new life. The illustrations are very well done.
The text, read in bits and snatches, is mesmerizing. Now young readers can
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find out about how complex the human body is in an appealing way. One new
discovery will lead to the desire for another.
The book has ten fold-out pages that include life-size illustrations and an
index. Each page also contains small boxes of records and astounding facts.
The final pages entitled "More Records" give simply awesome facts about our
bodies.
The two drawbacks to the book are that the fold-out pages will probably
tear out with much use, and the book is available only in trade binding .

••••
Ruby, Lois. Steal Away Home.
$15.95. 192 pp.

A

6+

Macmillian, 1994.

FI

ISBN 0-02-77883-5.

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

Twelve-year-old Dana and her parents have recently moved into an old
house in Lawrence, Kansas. While removing wallpaper from one of the walls,
Dana discovers a hidden room with a small skeleton laying on a little cot and a
small black diary. From here, the book flashes back and forth (chapter to
chapter) between Dana and her friends and family trying to discover the identity
of the mysterious skeleton, and Lizbet Charles, a free black woman who is part
of the Underground Railroad in 1856, helping black slaves escape into the North
to become free. Readers get to know Lizbet and the white Quaker family, the
Weavers, who hide her between the eight or ten trips she makes into the South
to bring out the slaves.
The chapters set 130 years ago, are easily identified by the date at the
beginning of each chapter, so the transition from the present to the past is
smooth and easy to follow. The reader will gain a better understanding not only
of the Quakers who helped to keep the slave train moving despite the constant
fear of being caught, but also of the courageous people who continually returned
to the South, risking slavery themselves, so that others could be free.
Ruby has created an enjoyable story with some interesting, never-trite
similes throughout the book. A few examples: "Mike sat up straight as a
piccolo," "the unfairness of it hit him like the snap of a wet sheet," and "Dana's
summer was twirling away like smoke from a chimney, wasted and
directionless". Rather fast-paced, the book keeps readers' interest up as they
discover who Lizbet really was and how she came to be boarded up into the
wall.

••••
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Shalant, Phyllis. Beware of Kissing Lizard Lips. Dutton, 1995. ISBN 0-52545199-4. $13.99. 183 pp.

A

5-7

FI

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

Zach Monroe is a boy with problems! Not only is he the shortest boy in
the sixth grade, but his muscles are only as big as zits and the sixth grade
swimming party is corning up. Add to that the fact that for Zach, girls are
becoming a very complicated issue, and readers will understand why he is so
confused. First of all, the tallest girl in his class, "Lizard Lips" Monroe, hates
him and calls him "Mouseboy" in front of the whole class. Second, Nikki Lee,
a tae kwon do expert and the smallest girl in the class, keeps calling him to ask
about math homework. Third, Zach finds that girls are fascinating. He is
always wanting to know what they are thinking, and why they do what they do.
He wants them to notice him too, but his best friend, Dune West, thinks girls
are only good to gross you out. What more could go wrong? Oh, boy!
This is an excellent book about that tentative time when boys and girls first
begin to notice and wonder about each other. The characters have depth and
solidity. They deal with many different problems at the same time and respond
to each other with humor, perplexity, and frustration in genuine ways. The
dialogue rings true, as do the pre-teen situations and worries. Shalant writes
sympathetically about experiences and feelings that children find important .

••••
Sierra, Judy. The House That Drac Built. Illustrated by Will Hillenbrand.
Harcourt Brace, 1995. ISBN 0-15-200015-1. $14.00. Unpaginated.

A

2+

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

PB

The familiar cumulative tale "The House that Jack Built" takes a sharply
spooky tum in the Halloween version of the story. Bats and werewolves and
mummies and fiends chase one another in ever-increasing mayhem through the
pages of the book until some trick-or-treaters show up to put things right.
The familiar rhythm of the tale and the cadence will make this a fun story
to read and repeat. The illustrations are deliciously ghoulish. It's a treat for the
eye, the ear, and the imagination. Readers will want to add it to the list of
Halloween must-haves.

••••
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Silverstein, Alvin, Virginia, & Robert. The Peregrine Falcon.
Press, 1995. ISBN 1-56294-417-7. $15.40. 64 pp.

A

4-6

NF

Millbrook

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

The peregrine falcon, the fastest bird in the world, was almost extinct in
the 1960s. The Silversteins relate the story of the comeback of this interesting
bird of prey in this Endangered in America selection. Myths and stories about
falcons, falconry, and of course, interesting facts about their life cycle, mating,
and eating habits are also included.
Again, the Silversteins have brought together a wealth of information in a
pleasing way to inform the young reader about the world.
Endnotes,
bibliographies, notes on conservation organizations, facts about peregrine
falcons, and an index add to the usefulness of this nonfiction selection. The
format of this series is also very inviting. Various print types and fonts are
used, and color photographs, maps, and text insets are aesthetically arranged .

••••
Souze, D. M. Frogs, Frogs Everywhere. Carolrhoda, 1995. ISBN 0-87614825-9. $14.21. 40 pp.

B

1-4

NF

Reviewed by Lisa Baer

What is the difference between a frog and a toad? This and many other
questions are answered in Frogs, Frogs Everywhere. It is a part of Carolrhoda's
Creatures All Around Us series. The book begins by defining and describing
amphibians in general, and then categorizing them in groups such as frogs,
toads, and other families. It explains various aspects of frog physiology, their
mating habits, life cycles, and food preferences. Also described are their tricks
for avoiding predators. The last section of the book tells of frogs which are
becoming extinct because of the destruction people have inflicted on the frogs'
habitats.
The close-up photographs of the frogs and toads are so eye-catching that
readers cannot help wanting to know more about them. The text provides
detailed information clearly and understandably. All balded words in the text
are included in the glossary at the end of the book. There is also a short index.
A likable book, but Frogs, Frogs Everywhere ended on a sad note. It is
important to make children aware of the damage we can do to the environment
and its creatures, but this last section seemed a little out of place .

••••
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Stowe, Cynthia. Not-So-Normal Norman . Illustrated by Cat Bowman Smith.
Albert Whitman, 1995. ISBN 0-8075-5767-6. $11.95. 127 pp.

A

3-6

FI

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

A tarantula! Not the usual pet. Anthony's father is out of work because
of a back injury and so Anthony decides to start a pet-sitting business to earn
money for the family. Taking care of Hilda Everring's huge spider named
Norman is his first job!
The reader of this selection will find out, along with Anthony and his
friend James, about caring for pets, making decisions, understanding grown-ups
and their worries, and sacrificing for others. The easy-to-read and conversationlike text make this a great read-aloud book. The expressive illustrations by
Smith, have a whimsical, cartoon-like nature.
Thesman, Jean. Summerspell. Simon & Schuster, 1995. ISBN 0-671-50130-5 .
$15.00. 169 pp.

B

7+

FI

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

Jocelyn is running away. Her brother-in-law, Gerald, won't leave her
alone, and when she installs a lock on her bedroom door, he destroys something
of great importance to her. She knows she has to get out 11ow, and the only
place she can think to go is Summerspell, a cabin in the woods which belonged
to her grandparents when she was a child. Baily, a boy from school, follows
her to Summerspell to take care of her. And at the cabin, they meet a strange
boy who calls himself Spider.
Summerspell has a magic of its own, woven of isolation and Jocelyn's
memories. Every evening she takes candles to the porch and lights them, then
rows onto the lake to watch as the cabin seems to float above the water. She
remembers when summers there were wonderful and safe. But she is not safe
anymore, and Spider is making Jocelyn more and more nervous. Not knowing
Spider, or his reason for being there, Jocelyn and Baily don't tell him their
reason for hiding.
Spider finally confesses to being the daughter of an old friend of the
grandparents. She has been watching the cabin and has decided Jocelyn and
Baily are there to be together. She tells her mother, who calls Jocelyn's
brother-in-law. By the time everyone has finally told the truth, it is too late.
Gerald arrives, sees Jocelyn with two "boys," and shoots Spider. Eventually,
Jocelyn is taken to live with her great-aunt, and Baily is left behind to write
letters and to light a candle as Jocelyn drives away.
This is a strange, moodily dark book. The characters are puzzling and not
always three dimensional. The atmosphere broods and menaces, but doesn't
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give enough explanation for Baily's actions, for the reasons Jocelyn doesn' t
speak out, for Spider's jumpiness and failure to confront the other two. The
violent ending is also abrupt and harsh, and perhaps not necessary to carry the
point of the book.
For all its strengths-of mood, mystery, and fragile romance-this book
has some serious deficiencies that make it questionable as a prime selection for
home or school libraries.

••••
Thomas, Joyce Carol. Brown Honey in Broomwheat Tea. Illustrated by Floyd
Cooper.
HarperCollins, 1993.
ISBN 0-060-21087-7.
$14.89.
Unpaginated.

A

All

Pf

Reviewed by Jan Porter

This luscious book of poetry has a title that not only melts in your mouth,
but also serves as a delightful introduction to a beautifully written and illustrated
work. The introductory page reads "Broomwheat tea: good for what ails you,
especially when poured by loving hands."
Written from the point of view of a young African-American girl, this book
offers us a way to teach that there is an innate beauty in all of us-that each
child should be cherished for who and what she is. The child in these poems
is clothed in the colors of mother earth, illustrated with descriptive language, as
well as the soft browns and oranges of the pastel illustrations.
A book with staying power, Brown Honey, will grow on readers with each
reading. It provides the reader with much to ponder and the opportunity to
discuss not only the blessings of diversity, but also the problems of intolerance .

••••
Wechsler, Doug. Bizarre Bugs.
$14.99. 35 pp.

A

2-5

NF

Cobblehill, 1995.

ISBN 0-525-65181-0.

Reviewed by Lisa Baer

The seventeen-year-old cicadas are bugs that live underground, sucking the
sap of trees. After seventeen years, they crawl out of the ground and up the
nearest tree. Their backs split open and out comes the adult cicadas. Within
days, thousands of them are in the trees singing loudly. The cicada is one of
many strange and unusual insects described in Bizarre Bugs.
Much of this book is devoted to the ways bugs avoid their enemies.
Defenses such as camouflage, coloring which indicates poison, prickly tines, and
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others are explained in an easy-to-understand fashion. One bizarre example is
the leaf beetle who protects itself by carrying all its droppings in a big pile on
its back. Wechsler also includes a section on bizarre bug anatomy. For
example, katydids hear with their legs and stinkbugs have mouths like a straw,
forcing them to drink their food! Every creature described in this book is
accompanied by a color photograph.
Wechsler is Director of Visual Resources for Ornithology at the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia and has published his photographs and
writings in Ranger Rick, International Wildlife, and BBC Wildlife. He writes
with enthusiasm and knowledge. Young people who like bugs will undoubtedly
enjoy this book.
·
Welch, Willy. Playing Right Field. Illustrated by Marc Simont. Scholastic,
1995. ISBN 0-590-48298-X. $13.95. Unpaginated.
A

2+

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

PB

This picture book rendition of Willy Welch's song "Playing Right Field"
hits just the right note. Words and pictures work together to convey just how
excruciating it is when a kid knows he's going to be chosen last for the team
and going to absolutely find himself out in right field. AGAIN. Right field is
where you're sent if you're clumsy and slow, and all there is to do is watch the
dandelions grow. But wait-there's a commotion. The whole team is yelling
and pointing . . . and all at once, right field is the place to be. All at once the
last-choice-kid has a chance to shine. And shine he does!
This is a charming and empowering little tale for all the kids who are ever
chosen last-and for those who do the choosing, as well .

••••
Willard, Nancy. Gutenberg's Gift: A Book Lover's Pop-Up Book. Illustrated
by Bryan Leister. Harcourt Brace, 1995. ISBN 0-15-200783-0. $20.00.
12 pp.

A

4-7

FI

Pf

Reviewed by Robert L. Maxwell

"Five hundred years before this book, a printer lived, of modest fame,
Johannes Gutenberg by name." So begins Gutenberg's Gift, a fictional account
of how Johann Gutenberg made his famous invention. The tale goes that the
inventor thought of movable type when he cut out some letters to stamp out the
name of his wife, Anna, who wished she could see her name in a real book.
Intrigued, he sets about to cut an entire alphabet-first in wood, then in lead.
Finally, he decides to surprise his wife with a Christmas gift of the entire Bible.
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As explained in an afterword, by noted historian George Fletcher, we in
fact know almost nothing about the life of Johann Gutenberg-not even whether
he was married at all, much less to a woman named Anna. Furthermore, the
production of the great Bible was the work of years, if not decades (not a single
season as implied here), and it was a work which probably bankrupted its
producer. Still, this lively account is bound to keep a child interested in an
important subject. The lilting rhythm and rhyme of the poetry is attentiongetting, although rather awkward at times. The real strength of this book,
however, is not the story, but the pop-up illustrations. In addition to the usual
moving arms and nodding heads (in a pre-printing scriptorium, animated monks
copy manuseripts), we see type being forged, and on one double-page spread,
a passable printing press pops up. Another unique feature of this "pop" art is
that two of the pages have sound effects: we can actually hear the monks' quills
scratching against the vellum, and when the whole project is done and Johann
indulges in a well-deserved nap, his snores resonate throughout the shop .

••••
Wright, Betty Ren. Out of the Dark. Scholastic, 1995. ISBN 0-590-43598-l.
$13.95. 149 pp.

A

5+

FI

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Jessica is a normal, happy person until she and her family move into their
grandmother's isolated country home. She dreams dark and frightening dreams
of being locked in an old schoolhouse. When she comes across the school on
a hike, her dreams become more intense. One of the neighbors has a daughter
about Jessica's age. When Jessica goes to visit, she finds a handicapped,
disagreeable person. Yet, Jessica continues to try to make friends. Between the
new friend and the feelings she has when she is around the school house,
Jessica's summer is turning out to be anything but restful.
Wright usually turns out books that cannot be put down because of their
lively plots, and this novel is no exception. For all the many children interested
in the horror-type books, Out of the Dark is a good read that will scare them
just enough but not too much.

••••
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Wright, Courtni C. Wagon Train: A Family Goes West in 1856. Illustrated by
Gershom Griffith. Holiday House, 1995. ISBN 0-8234-1152-4. $15.95.
Unpaginated.

B

3+

FI

PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

White families were not the only ones to travel west in search of better
lives and land they could call their own. African-American families also went
in search of their dreams. This is the story of one such family. The day-to-day
life was similar for any family crossing the plains in a covered wagon. Readers
will find nothing much new in the story, except the point of view.
This would be a nice addition to any library looking for a different
perspective on the American settlers. The color illustrations are nicely done and
enhance the viewpoint from which the story is told .

••••
Yorinks, Arthur. Whitefish Will Rides Again! Illustrated by Mort Drucker.
HarperCollins, 1994. ISBN 0-06-205038-9. $14.89. Unpaginated.
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"Who's Whitefish Will? Why, he's just about the best danged sheriff that
ever lived. That's who." So begins the saga of Whitefish Montana, a very
strong, handsome lawman. (Never since Gaston of Beauty and the Beast fame
has there been such a good-looking hero.) Not only is Will good-looking, he
is also strong, brave, and honest. As Yorinks colorfully puts it, "Dash dang
dingle dam it, Will was so good at rassling rustlers that soon there were no
more rustlers left to rassle." Why, he's so good at keeping the peace that the
townspeople feel they don't need him any longer. So Will leads a lonely life
until one day, Bad Bard rides into town. Now Will is called out once more to
rid the town of vermin.
Alliteration and the whimsical use of an old west dialogue make this a
delightful read-aloud-that is, if your tongue doesn't get tangled. And the
pictures are something to behold, especially the transformation of the
handsomest man in the West to the epitome of a cowboy poet. Readers won't
want to miss the surprise ending. A must for next year's summer reading-if
readers can wait that long!
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